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Sebastian Barry A Long Long
A long long way written by Sebastian Barry was shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize in 2005 and
tells an amazing and extremely well written story. This is the third novel I have read by Barry and
have to say he is fast becoming one of my favourite writers.
A Long Long Way by Sebastian Barry - Goodreads
About A Long Long Way. Sebastian Barry’s latest novel, Days Without End, is now available. In
1914, Willie Dunne, barely eighteen years old, leaves behind Dublin, his family, and the girl he
plans to marry in order to enlist in the Allied forces and face the Germans on the Western Front.
Once there, he encounters a horror...
A Long Long Way by Sebastian Barry | PenguinRandomHouse.com: Books
A Long Long Way by Sebastian Barry. Faber £12.99, pp304. Like the rest of his generation, the hero
of Sebastian Barry's fourth novel was born at the wrong time, in the 'dying days of the century ...
Observer review: A Long Long Way by Sebastian Barry | Books | The Guardian - News,
sport and opinion from the Guardian's US edition
Sebastian Barry (born 5 July 1955) is an Irish playwright, novelist and poet. He is noted for his
dense literary writing style and is considered one of Ireland's finest writers. Barry's literary career
began in poetry before he began writing plays and novels.
Sebastian Barry - Wikipedia
What distinguishes A LONG LONG WAY from other Great War/Western Front novels of my
experience is the Irish angle, and the anomalous position of the Irish Kitchener Volunteers. They
were dealt a double-whammy by the mills of history. But I am rather ambivalent about the way
Sebastian Barry relates the tale of Willie Dunne.
Amazon.com: A Long Long Way (9780143035091): Sebastian Barry: Books
A Long, Long Way by Sebastian Barry is a historical fiction novel in which the main protagonist,
Willie Dunne, joins the military to prove to himself and his father that he can be more than a short
teenage boy. As a young Irish boy, he dreamed of joining his father in the police force, but he never
grew to the required height.
A Long, Long Way by Sebastian Barry - Savvy Verse & Wit
I cannot recommend this novel enough. My respect for Sebastian Barry’s talents and skills as a
writer was already immense, but I think this novel may stay with me forever. The prose is hypnotic,
the characters ( loosely based on real characters ) perfectly constructed and the narrative strong
and true. There is a raw elegance in this book.
A Long Long Way by Sebastian Barry | Writing.ie
Sebastian Barry’s A Long Long Way is one of a few WWI novels told from an Irish perspective.
Unlike How Many Miles to Babylon or many other WWI novels, its main theme isn’t class which was
something I was glad for. Not that I think it wasn’t important but it has become one of the clichés of
WWI literature. That and so many other elements.
Sebastian Barry: A Long Long Way (2005) Literature and War Readalong February 2012 |
Beauty is a Sleeping Cat
Chapter 1, a summary: Sebastian Barry’s ‘A Long, Long Way’. One of Willie’s early memories is
recounted: the contentious visit of King Edward the Seventh to the city in 1903. Willie’s childish
recollection is only that the King was “as big as a bed” and that his father, James Dunne, a
policeman, was on duty on a “big white horse” that day.
Chapter 1, a summary: Sebastian Barry’s ‘A Long, Long Way’ – Move Him Into The Sun
A Long Long Way is a novel by Irish author Sebastian Barry, set during the First World War. Plot
synopsis. The young protagonist Willie Dunne leaves Dublin to fight voluntarily for the Allies as a
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member of the Royal Dublin Fusiliers, leaving behind his prospective bride Gretta and his policeman
father.
A Long Long Way - Wikipedia
A Long Long Way by Sebastian Barry This novel is the story of a young man who at the age of
eighteen volunteers to serve in the First World War. It follows him from before enlistement through
most of the war to his death in its final weeks.
A Long Long Way by Sebastian Barry - Classic Readers: ALIA Retirees
A Long Long Way Sebastian Barry, 2005 Penguin Group (USA) 304 pp. ISBN-13: 9780143035091
Summary History is made up of memory, and memory is a storyteller. Sebastian Barry knows this,
and knows that the vast movement of history, politics, and war is a cloth woven of the threads of
personal experience, of the ways in which we come to cherish ...
A Long Long Way - Summary Guide - Book Club Discussion Questions - litlovers.com
A Long Long Way Summary English Literature Essay. A Long Long Way (Sebastian Barry), is a book
about a boy called Willie Dunne. Willie is a not very tall seventeen year old boy. Because he's not
very tall, he may become a policeman. But he prefers the army, he thinks it's a good alternative
because he gets an uniform there too.
A Long Long Way Summary English Literature Essay
Sebastian Barry discussing the inspiration behind his Booker-shortlisted novel A Long Long Way.
Sebastian Barry discussing A Long Long Way
A Long Long Way Quotes. ... ― Sebastian Barry, A Long Long Way. 21 likes. Like “It had been a war
of kingly poisons, in the air, in the memory, in the blood.” ― Sebastian Barry, A Long Long Way.
tags: death, war, wwi. 3 likes. Like “I thought it would be a good thing to follow John Redmond’s
words. ...
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